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Abstract
The successful study and conservation of historical objects is greatly enhanced by accurate materials analysis. Here
embedded cross-sections from a processional marching banner were viewed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
pre and post ion milling The application of ion-milling to the resin embedded cross-sections of the painted textile
improved the sample surface resulting in greatly enhanced SEM images by producing clear distinctions between
layers. It also enabled clear images which show the areas where ingress of the ground paint layer had seeped into the
textile support in some areas and not on others. This perhaps indicates deliberate differences in the preparation layer
depending on the type of final painting layer or it could simply be due to a lack of accuracy in its application prior to
painting. The analysis of cross-section samples from painted textiles often includes the textile itself making sample
preparation more complex due to the possibility of fraying of the textile during sample polishing; the ion-milling
technique prevented this from occurring. To enhance findings further analysis on these ion milled cross-section
samples by the use of mapping spectroscopic techniques such as Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and
Raman would facilitate material identification of the layers.
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Introduction
Analytical instrumentation has developed in the last few
decades enabling the viewing and detection of materials in great detail (nano level). For this to be achievable
the manner in which samples are presented for analysis
has become important in order for high quality and reliable results to be produced. One area where research
has demonstrated the value of developments in sample
preparation is in the embedding of paint cross-section
[1–4]. Traditionally sample fragments from paintings
and painted objects are embedded as blocks in polymer
resin. This confers stability on the fragile sample and also
allows for easier handing. These blocks are then polished
or cut by a microtome so the stratigraphy of the sample
can be viewed. One challenge is the difficulty in achieving an extremely smooth and flat surface (in the order of
low micrometres) when using hand polishing. Where the
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surface is microscopically ‘rough’, it may interfere with
the quality of the analysis when carrying out micro mapping using spectroscopic instrumentation.
In the study of painted textiles, cross-sections have
been analysed [5, 6] but these types of objects present
additional challenges during polishing or cutting resulting from the differing hardness’s of the textile, pigments
and resin. Once the surface of the relatively ‘softer’ textile
is exposed further use of mechanical polishing or cutting
can easily damage it. This means that the sample may
be better preserved for microscopic analysis by leaving
a layer of resin but this can interfere with the quality of
further analysis such as micro mapping using FTIR and
Raman spectroscopic instrumentation.
It is in the area of historical painting sampling that
preparation technology has developed in parallel with
those used in pathology and nano-materials [2] and
could be applicable to the study of painted textiles.
Prati et al. [2, 7] investigated methods of embedding
for studying samples for examination by micro Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy with attenuated total
reflection (FTIR-ATR), including mapping. From this
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research, they reported that three procedures were
best for the purpose, embedding in potassium bromide
(KBr), cyclododecane pre-treatment before embedding in resin and argon ion milling. All three of these
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limited contamination by the embedding medium
and achieved good contact with the attenuated reflection (ATR) crystal. The use of ion-milling to produce
high quality paint cross-sections was first proposed

Fig. 1 a Banner front; b banner back; c sample 1 position; d sample 2 position; e sample 3 position; f sample 1 light microscopy dark field ×50 mag;
g sample 1 light microscopy dark field ×100 mag; h sample 2 light microscopy dark field ×50 mag; i sample 2 light microscopy dark field ×50 mag
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by Boon and Asahina in 2006 [8] who reported greatly
improved SEM images of samples with 17th century
lead white and modern acrylic paints. Weiszburg et al.
[9] reported the successful use of focused ion beammilled cross-sections to investigate gilt silver threads.
However, such work has not been reported for use
with painted textiles.
The aim of this work is to develop methodology to
successfully ion mill resin embedded cross-sections of
painted textiles causing no damage to the paint or textile layer to produce high quality results when analysed
by SEM–EDX (energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy). It
also has the potential to produce high quality samples for
investigation by micro-FTIR and Raman mapping.

Experimental
The banner used in this study belongs to the Karen Finch
Reference Collection housed at the Centre for Textile
Conservation and Technical Art History, University of
Glasgow. It represents a typical processional banner of
the 19th and 20th centuries (for further details see [6]).
Samples were taken from areas where there was previous damage and/or sampling had already been carried
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out. Figure 1 shows the front and back of the banner and
the location of the samples. Reconstructions on silk were
created to determine the appearance of cross-sections
with a preparatory latex layer based on a publication by
Labreuche [10] on the use of latex rubber in the preparation of painted canvases in the 19th c. and an 1861 patent
[11] on the preparation of painted banners.
Embedded cross sections were prepared from samples
by mounting them in curing resin (Technovit 2000LC,
Kulzar). The resin blocks were prepared in silicone
moulds and were cured in a UV curing unit (Technology
Cu, Heraeus) for 30 min. The final polish was carried out
using 12,000-mesh Micro-Mesh® polishing paper.
A total of five samples were ion milled, four samples
were embedded and polished using a Hitachi IM4000Plus
ion polisher and one was loose.
The following instrumental conditions were used for
the resin embedded samples:
• Flat milling with sample rotation and periodic beam
irradiation interruption.
• Beam-on for 1 rotation (25 rpm, means 2.4 s).
• Beam-off for 27.6 s (30 s period) total processing
time 99 min (beam-on total 475 s).

Fig. 2 a Sample 1 position 1 cross-section embedded a(i) polished with Micromesh mag ×350 a(ii) ion-milled mag ×320; a(iii) ion-milled mag
×420; a(iv) ion-milled mag ×1700. b Sample 2 position 5 cross-section embedded b(i) polished with Micromesh mag ×60; b(ii) ion-milled mag
×60; b(iii) ion-milled mag ×200; b(iv) ion-milled mag ×1000. c Sample 3 position 3 loose sample c(i) ion-milled mag ×2000; c(ii) ion-milled mag
×5000. d Reconstruction cross-section embedded d(i) ion-milled mag ×1000; d(ii) ion-milled mag ×2000
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• Beam energy 4 keV, beam current ~ 135 µA, and irradiation angle 60° from vertical and zero excentricity.
The loose sample was held between two layers of epoxy
resin. This was then held between two glass cover plates
and was ion-milled using the following conditions:
• Cooling of the loose sample was required to prevent
burning of the textile. It was precooled with the complete holder after assembly for 1 h to enhance cooling
transfer.
• Acceleration electrode No. 1 energy setting; 4 keV
oscillation ± 30°.
• Process time 4 h.
• Cryo-milling temp − 60 °C.
The sample was put into the IM4000plus with liquid
nitrogen (N2) Dewar attached. The instrument was set
to − 60 °C and when the target temperature was reached
the milling process was started and the temperature was
maintained at − 60 °C with the liquid N2 attached. The
liquid nitrogen was refilled once to ensure there was
always sufficient liquid N
 2.
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The embedded samples were examined under visible illumination using an Olympus BX41 microscope
and Olympus Stream Start 1.8 image analysis software.
SEM was carried out on Schottky Field-Emission FESEM SU5000. Micrographs conditions were back scatter
detector V = 5 kV; spot Intensity 30; vacuum = 50 Pa.
Findings

The improvement in quality and clarity is best seen in
SEM. Samples 1 and 2 from the banner were examined
by SEM before and after ion milling, see Fig. 2a(i) and (ii),
b(i) and (ii).
It proved difficult to ion mill the loose sample without
causing damage to the textile layer thus cooling was used
as described. Different milling regimes impart a range
of thermal energy levels to the milled surfaces and care
should be taken to note thermal artefacts, such as thermal shrinkage, formation of blisters and pseudo-pores in
optical microscopy, and thermal fracturing [12].
From the improved SEM images, it can clearly be seen
how the preparation layers have interacted with the textile in different areas of the design indicating variation
in application methods and materials. For the areas were

Fig. 3 SEM-EDX analysis. a Sample 3 position 3 loose sample ion-milled a(i) shows the presence of lead indicated in yellow and a(ii) for comparison
showing the areas of the sample where an inorganic element is present. b Sample 2 position 2 cross-section b(i) shows the presence of lead
indicated in yellow and b(ii) for comparison showing the areas of the sample where an inorganic element is present
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metal paint/leaf were applied (sample position 2 and 3), a
size layer [6] prevented the ingress of inorganic pigments
such as lead white, through the textile, Fig. 2b(iv), c(i),
(ii). However where pigment only was applied (2a(iv),
the inorganic layers intermixed with the textile. This
may indicate the lack of any size or a different method of
application. Figure 2d(i), (ii) of the silk and latex coated
reconstruction show how the presence of the latex layer
prevents the ground paint layer reaching the textile.
Figure 3 shows the SEM images beside the SEM–EDX
analysis (positions 2 and 3). SEM–EDX false colour maps
are frequently used to show the presence of elements
(and therefore the inference of inorganic paint pigments).
Here when viewed beside the SEM images of the ionmilled samples it is clear where the inorganic lead white
is situated.

Conclusions
The level of detail that can clearly be seen in the heterogeneous layers of the cross-sections where a textile is
present is greatly improved by the ion-milling of the samples and revealed information about materials interaction
not seen before in the study of painted textiles.
Abbreviations
ATR: attenuated total reflection; EDX: energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy;
FTIR: Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy; KBr: potassium bromide; SEM:
scanning electron microscopy.
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